Crane pulley diagram

From tank treads to bike gears to fishing lines, pulleys are used all over the place when it
comes to mechanical transmissions. All types of pulley mechanisms consist of some sort of
flexible belt chain, cable, rope, etc. In this Instructable I'll go over some basic pulley concepts
and interesting mechanisms, and hopefully you'll be able to design your own pulley systems
and make stuff like this! The pulley is one of the six simple machines. Basically, all that a pulley
is is a wheel spinning around an axle to aid the motion of a belt. The sprockets on a bike, for
example, are a type of pulley, because when they spin, they drive other sprockets on the bike,
that in turn rotate the rear wheel. So to make a basic pulley, all you need to do is loop a rope
over some sort of wheel and axle. Two pulleys can be used to create a simple belt and pulley
system, in which a belt is looped between the two pulleys. One pulley is the "driving pulley",
and as it spins, it transmits power through the belt either via friction or teeth, thus spinning a
"driven pulley". I'll be showing how you can use pulleys to make some pretty insteresting
mechanisms later on. Pulleys are probably most commonly used for lifting heavy loads and
transmitting power across axes. Elevators, cranes, and boats all use pulleys because a pulley
changes the direction of the applied force on the belt. Because the rope or belt is looped around
the circumference of the pulley, the force of the object on one end of the rope can loop around
the pulley to the other end. Certain types of pulley systems, like the block and tackle to be
explained later , can actually lessen the applied force needed to lift an object via a system of
moving pulleys and lines, which can be very useful in high-load situations. Pulleys are also one
of a few different methods of transmitting rotation from one axis to another. Belts and pulleys
can be used to transmit power over larger distances and in constricted spaces, which is one
advantage they have over gears. Because most pulleys are driven by the friction between the
pulley and the belt, if a part of a mechanism jams, then the belt transmitting power will slip on
its pulleys instead of stalling the motor. The Speed Ratio is the ratio of angular velocity of the
input pulley of a system to the angular velocity of the output pulley. If you've calculated gear
ratios, it is almost exactly the same! This is all based on a pulley's reference diameter, as
defined below:. This is what you will use to calculate the speed ratio. The speed ratio is
equivalent to the reference diameter of the output pulley over the reference diameter of the
input pulley in a two pulley system. Calculating the speed ratio of a more complicated pulley
system is fairly simple as long as you take it step by step. With multiple pulleys, the ratio for
each segment of the mechanism has to be calculated to determine the overall ratio. In the image
above, the lower, driving pulley has a reference diameter of 20 mm and the upper pulley has a
radius of 40 mm, making the ratio It takes 2 rotations of the lower wheel to rotate the upper
wheel once. The speed ratio also tells us something about the torque of the system, as the ratio
of the output torque over the input torque is equal to the speed ratio. The upper wheel thus
exerts twice the torque, but half the speed. There are a few different types of pulleys that I'll
explain, which apply to multiple types of pulley systems. These the naming conventions for the
basic types of pulleys. In future steps you'll see how some of them can be applied to improve
mechanisms. Driving Pulley: The "input" pulley of a two-pulley system. This is the pulley whose
shaft is being driven by something, like a motor, crank, or possibly by another pulley if in a
larger system. This pulley is what is controlling the motion of the belt. Driven Pulley: The
"output" pulley of a two-pulley system. This is the pulley that is being turned because of the
belt's motion. Idler Pulley: A type of driven pulley not meant to transmit power through its shaft.
It spins freely, while most driven pulleys are linked to other devices, like wheels or actuators,
via their drive shafts. Fixed Pulley: A pulley whose axis is fixed in place. It can rotate, but it
cannot translate in any direction freely. Movable Pulley: A pulley that can both rotate and
translate based on the motions of the pulley or belt. This is commonly used in block and tackle
systems, which I'll explain later. Guide Pulley: A smaller type of idler pulley usually used to
guide cable and keep it along a specific path. Drum: Common pulleys have a single groove for
belts,chains, or cable. Drums are much wider pulleys, usually used in cable systems, that allow
the cable to wrap around the drum's diameter multiple times. Sprocket: A sprocket is used to
drive chain systems. It has teeth around its diameter to catch the links in the chain and drive it
forward. A belt and pulley system is one of the simplest types of pulley systems. As I described
before, it contains two pulleys, one driving the belt and one driven by a belt. Belt drives can take
many different forms; in tank treads, band saws, and sewing machines. Below are the four most
common types of belts. Round Belt: Round belts have a round cross sectional profile. They are
used for lighter loads and are usually made of rubber. All "sides" of the profile of the belt are
the same, so you can make some fancy pulley systems that interface with different sides of the
belt to transmit motion in interesting ways. Flat Belt: Flat belts have a rectangular cross
sectional profile. Usually they are elastic, so they reduce vibration of the belt and usually do not
need tensioners as a result. Timing Belt: Timing belts are like flat belts except they are toothed
on their inside face. This allows for more precise control over the position of a mechanism, and

it means that power is transmitted via the teeth instead of friction between the belt and pulley.
As a result, timing belts don't slip like other belts do, so the pulleys remain in sync. Some
mechanisms, like XY gantries, use timing belts and mount parts to the belts to control their
position. V-Belt: V-belts are the most common type of belt. They have a "V" or trapezoidal
shaped cross section, which corresponds to the shape of the pulley they rest in. V belts cannot
slip out of their pulleys like some of the other belts because of their cross section. Other types
of belts are specific to certain situations but branch off from these four belt types. The blade on
a band saw, for example, is a type of flat belt, while tank treads are a type of timing belt.
Although we often refer to the sprockets on a bike as gears, chains mechanisms, like the ones
on your bike, are actually pulley systems. The sprockets are just toothed pulleys, and each
tooth catches in the link of a chain to pull the chain along. Here are some of the important
things to know about chains:. Link: A single unit of chain, consisting of a pin going through two
symmetrical plates with one hole for the link's pin and one to cover the pin on the next chain
link. Master Link: A specific clip-like link in a chain that is easier to remove than the other
links,so that chain can be easily replaced or tightened without breaking or damaging it. Chain
Breaker: A tool used to push the pins out of a link if links need to be removed to make the loop
tighter. Pitch: The distance between two links of chain. The pitch of a chain and the sprockets it
wraps should match. This is what you would use to calculate speed ratios. The pitch diameter is
equal to the number of teeth times the pitch. Chains, unlike belts, cannot slip because the teeth
mesh with the links in the chain. As a result, they are great for high torque situations, which is
why chains are used for things like bikes, motorcycles, and heavy machinery. A cable drive is a
bit different than a belt or chain drive because the cable doesn't have to be a continuous loop.
The cable can be fixed at one end and free or attached to something else at the other. A fishing
line is a great simple example of a cable system. The line is wrapped around a drum, and by
spinning the pulley one way, you can let out the line, and spinning the pulley the other way, you
can reel it in. Other things that use cable drive systems include cranes and some weightlifting
machines. Cable drives can be beneficial over belt or chain systems because they don't need a
continuous loop to operate, and the cable can be attached to things other than more pulleys.
For example, a crane uses cable to pull in and let out the hook block it uses to lift loads. While
belts and chain are usually the best for continuous rotational motion of two pulleys, cable
drives can be useful because they can be used to manipulate the motion of mechanisms with
smaller, slower movements, and these rotational motions can be easily translated to linear
movements. There are lots and lots of different types of pulley mechanisms out there, and this
Instructable definitely doesn't cover all of them. However, I hope this will give you a basic idea
of some of the ways that you can use pulleys to improve your mechanical design techniques. I'll
be starting with some of the simplest mechanisms and design techniques and I'll introduce
some more complicated mechanisms, but not all of them. If you're really interested in learning
more, I would suggest you check out this book, Mechanical Movements , as it comes with a lot
of really neat mechanisms! As I mentioned previously, the simple pulley is a wheel and axle with
a rope or belt looped around it. As the rope is tugged, the pulley turns. The force on the rope
travels around the pulley to the other end of the rope, so the pulley changes the direction of the
force. If you were to attach a weight to one side of a rope, loop it around a pulley, and pull down
on the other side of the pulley, the weight would lift up! It's very simple. The direction of the
force of your tug is changed from down to up. A block and tackle is a cable system primarily
found on cranes and boats that involves two pulleys and a cable or rope. The mechanism
consists of one fixed pulley and one movable, usually hanging, pulley. A single rope is fixed to
on or near the carriage of the fixed pulley, loops down and around the movable pulley, then
back up and around the fixed pulley. A hook is attached to the underside of the movable pulley,
and by tugging on the rope, the hook will lift or lower. The beautiful thing about the block and
tackle is that it decreases the force required to lift an object. As shown in the image above, the
force of the object pulling down is split between the side of the rope with the fixed end and the
free end. Thus when you pull on the free end, you only need to exert half the force that you
would have had to exert with just a single pulley. The downside of the standard block and tackle
is that the weight will only rise half as far as the distance you pull the rope, because the change
in distance is split between the rope segment on the fixed end and the free end. Block and
tackle mechanisms can be stacked to incorporate multiple pulleys, which even further
decreases the applied load required to lift a weight. Cable mechanisms in cranes frequently use
this system to lift very heavy loads. As I mentioned before, the belt and pulley system is a very
simple one, composed of two pulleys and a belt connecting them. You can use a belt and pulley
to trasmit rotation from one axis to another by simply spinning one of the shafts connected to a
pulley. A belt and pulley system can transmit rotation and power to other axes over long
distances and tight spaces. To do this with something like a gear mechanism, you either need a

lot of gears, or very large gears, and that can ramp up the cost of a product pretty quickly.
Another advantage of a belt and pulley system over a gear system is that the direction of
rotation is conserved on a standard belt and pulley drive although it can be altered. If the drive
pulley spins a certain direction, the driven pulley will too. This is a big difference from gear
mechanisms, in which two adjacent gears will turn in opposite directions. Most pulley systems
are friction based, which means that if the one side of a belt and pulley system jams,the belt can
slip against the pulley if it needs to. Although this may sound bad, it is actually beneficial
because it prevents the system from stalling out the motor by taking on too much torque. Band
saws are a great example of this. The blade of the band saw is a large loop that acts as the belt,
and two large pulleys turn the band saw to make it cut. If the blade were to catch badly on
something, the saw would simply jam while the motor would keep turning the drive pulley.
Winches are mechanisms that allow you to wind up or unwind cable. They provide the basis for
many large cable drive systems, because they consist of a large drum that can spool up the
cable and can be used to collect slack. Many winches come with a ratcheting system that stops
the drum from spinning if the cable is tugged on, which can be very useful in heavy lifting
machines like cranes. A simple example of a winch is a fishing rod. When you cast out a rod,
the ratchet is released and the line can extend freely. Once the ratchet is locked in place, any
tug on the line will not turn the drum, but you can reel the line in to shorten it. A winch is a very
simple, yet powerful cable drive mechanism. While most simple pulley systems usually just spin
in one direction, you may need to reverse the direction of spin on one of your axes. These
methods cannot be applied to all types of pulley systems as they depend on the flexibility and
type of belt. Here are two of the most common ways to invert rotation:. Cross Belt Drive: The
simplest method to invert rotation is by "flipping" one side of your belt so that the belt loop
creates a figure 8. This is commonly seen in cable drive mechanisms. However, this technique
cannot be applied to chain or belts with specific profiles, like V-belts or timing belts, because
chains are not flexible enough, and the pulley would interface with the outside face of the belt.
This technique may be tricky if the pulleys are close together. Outside Pulley: A method
common to chain driven mechanisms involves placing an idler sprocket on the outside of the
chain loop. This can be done with belts too, except the pulley will be interfacing with the outside
of the belt if this were to happen. One of the great things about pulley systems is that they can
be very modular, and you can make very simple mechanisms to create variable speeds and
torques in a system. Here are a few different ways you can do this:. Speed Pulleys: This is
pretty common in drill presses and lathes. By stacking pulleys of different diameters on top of
one another, you can create different speed options just by sliding the belt onto a different set
of pulleys. Each set of pulleys is paired such that the belt length and the distance between the
pulleys' pivots stay the same while the speed ratio changes. This is similar to how a bike chain
mechanism works, except on a bike a tensioner which I'll talk about soon compensates for the
slack on the chain. Cone Pulleys: Cone shaped pulleys can be used to manipulate the speed as
well. This system gives the user much more fine control over the speed ratio of the system, and
is commonly used on milling machines and some other rotary tools. While stacking the pulleys
allows for set ratios that need to be changed while the machine is stopped, with conical pulleys
the belt can and should be moved while the mechanism is running, as the belt makes use of the
spinning pulleys to slide up or down the pulleys. Cone pulleys usually work best with flat or
round belts. Tensioning pulleys is a pretty important aspect of pulley design. Most belts,
including chain, may not be a perfect fit on the system you design, and may stretch a little after
repeated use. This is when tensioners come into play. Tensioners are usually idler pulleys or
sprockets whose position can be adjusted. They can either be found on the outside of the belt
pushing inward, or on the inside of the belt pushing out. Belts can be tensioned in one of two
ways:. Manual Tensioning: The tensioning pulley is attached to some sort of locking slide
system so that a user can push the pulley tighter against the belt to maintain tension. Self
Adjusting Tensioning: The tensioning pulley is attached to some sort of spring or weight so that
there is constantly a force pushing the pulley up against the belt. Note: You may not need or
want to tension your belts all the time. If your mechanism isn't going to spin at very high
speeds, the pulleys are not very far apart, or your belt is elastic and thus self tensioning, you
may not need to use a tensioning system on your mechanism. However, it's never a bad idea.
Using some of the ideas from the mechanisms used to invert the rotation of the pulleys, we can
transmit rotation from one axis to a perpendicular axis. Like the rotational inversion
mechanisms, chain cannot be used on either of these mechanisms because chain isn't flexible
in the sideways direction. To An Axis on the Same Plane: If you want to use a pulley system to
transmit rotation from a driving axis to another axis on the same plane, you'll need to feed the
belt around two idler pulleys and onto the pulley you want to drive. The idler pulleys basically
allow the belt to "bend" at a given angle to get to the driven pulley on the other side. This

system can work with most belts and cable, although it will not work with timing belt pulleys
because they aren't very thick, and the idlers contact the side of the belt. To An Axis on a
different plane: To transmit rotation to an axis on a different plane, all you have to do is twist the
belt! This requires wider pulleys, to give the belt space to wrap around, as the belt may come
and leave contact with the pulley at an angle. This means that timing belts are unsuitable for
use on this type of mechanism, because they require meshing with the teeth on timing belt
pulleys. Now its your turn to make something cool with pulleys! I made this simple 3D printed
PulleyBot to go along with this Instructable, but there are many other directions to go in from
here. Use what you've learned and don't forget to share it! If you have some more pulley
wisdom to share, have made any pulley mechanisms or have any questions about mechanisms,
please do so in the comments! Thanks for the great article. It has been very useful. I do have a
question. The figure of 8 would not be possible for my application, as the belt would rub. The
outside pulley method seems to be the least complicated option to change direction. I wonder,
as the belt does not wrap around the idler pulley, how efficient would it be compared to the
driven pulley? Would there be more chance of slippage, or would it be fine under enough
tension? I could use it with a double sided timing belt for extra security. It would be moving
about 5kg of weight, potentially. Thanks for the help. Excellent tutorial; just one thing that I wish
was covered: Closed vs Open Loop pulley systems. Does one have any advantages over the
other? Are there situations where one performs better? Can that, in any way, be attributed to the
Closed Loop design, or simply to the quality of the machines' manufacturing and components
parts? Thank you. Any idea what these parts are? Question 1 year ago on Step I have this setup
and belt skips. In the picture motor turns counter clock wise. The motor needs to move a heavy
load. Where should the tension pulley be positioned? Does it matter if its a belt or chain? Also
thanks for your info. Any help is appreciated. Idler pulley is used to keep tension on system, it
is always used on the 'slack' or take up side and prevents a high speed belt from 'whipping' and
flying off the pulley or coming in contact with something. The tensioner is also used to aid in
replacing the belt :loosen tensioner and the belt will just slide off the pulleys. It kinda makes
sense looking at a picture of it but am not sure if there are systems that break that rule. You can
make a block and tackle system with a single rope, a "Truckers cinch": Tie one end to a
stationary object bed of a truck and throw line over load. Tie an '8' knot make a 2 foot loop and
tie it in a half hitch so you end up with a knot and loop in the middle of the rope then run the tail
of the rope to other side of the load, loop it around a stationary tie down and then run the rope
back up through the loop. Bring it back down now and pull on it. If you have enough rope, you
can make more loop backs and really put some tension on it but friction will eventually start to
play a factor. This method is used for tensioning makeshift rope bridges. See also the disc drive
picture in step 5, where there looks like an idler pulley that again servers no purpose. Reply 5
years ago on Introduction. I believe that the idler pulley in Step 4 is meant as an example only.
It, indeed, does not seem to serve any practical purpose. I'm not sure what is going on in Step 5
or what that object even is? Generally an idler pulley is used when you need to route around
some other mechanical device that would otherwise be in the way of the belt. In step 5, this is
actually the inside of a giant pair of robotic googly eyes! As I also explained above, the idler
pulley is serving as a tensioner because the belt is a bit larger than the distance around the
driving and driven pulleys. Great question! I guess I didn't show it clearly enough. Guide pulleys
and idlers are very similar: guide pulleys are mostly used to guide cable through specific points
to make it easier to route them along specific paths. Guide pulleys also frequently come in
pairs. An idler pulley is also an unpowered pulley, and can be used to get the belt around
corners and stuff like that, as lfoss mentioned, but can also be used to keep the belt taut, which
is what is happening in the image in Step 5. The belt itself is too large to just wrap around the
large pulley and the drive pulley and still drive the pulley effectively, so the idler pulley acts as
basically a fixed tensioner to keep the belt tight around the other two pulleys. Does that make
sense? I discovered this on my bike when I was a Kid 10 - Speed. And I've always been
fascinated since. If the belt tension is correct, then yes. Unfortunately, this never seems to be
the case on my riding mower.. Could you perhaps make some sort of tensioning attachment
with an idler pulley to keep the belt taut? There are actually TWO under there, believe it or not.
They Just don't seem to travel far enough to do any good. From what I've read on various
forums, its a common problem with my mower and replacing the tension springs with stiffer
ones seems to generally be the best solution. I may look into it next summer. Its really not worth
messing with this late into the mowing season. Very nice, I inherited a drill press about a year
ago and didn't know about the variable speed drive mechanism up until a week ago I've used it
once. I just popped open the cover but haven't taken the time to teach myself the theory behind
the pulley system in there. Now I don't have to, thanks! Yeah , that is fairly common on drill
presses and milling machines. The speed depends on the type of material you are working with

and the cutting tool you are using. When you are not sure , a slower speed is usually the best
choice. Aluminum and stainless steel can be a little tricky at times. Very informative! I have
been working with these things for a lot of years , and understand the principles of how they
work. But you explained it very well , probably a lot better than I could! Good overview, but I
was disappointed that all the flat belt examples show flanged pulleys. The functioning of
crowned pulleys is counter-intuative for most people, and to my mind is really fascinating. The
trick is also useful with V-belts. The larger pulley can be crowned and won't slip due to the large
contact area. Such a pully can be a bicycle tire, or made of plywood, OSB, or other inexpensive
and easily worked material. This is a way to obtain very large ratios at modest cost. The small
pulley generally needs to be a "proper" grooved v-belt pulley due to the much smaller contact
area. Introduction: Basic Pulley Mechanisms. By printeraction Printeraction Follow. More by the
author:. About: My name is Alex Crease, and I'm an engineer, a musician, and an adventurer. I
love building things and taking others apart to see how they work, because every creation is an
adventure! This is what you will use to calculate the speed ratio The speed ratio is equivalent to
the reference diameter of the output pulley over the reference diameter of the input pulley in a
two pulley system. Here are some of the important things to know about chains: Link: A single
unit of chain, consisting of a pin going through two symmetrical plates with one hole for the
link's pin and one to cover the pin on the next chain link. Here are two of the most common
ways to invert rotation: Cross Belt Drive: The simplest method to invert rotation is by "flipping"
one side of your belt so that the belt loop creates a figure 8. Here are a few different ways you
can do this: Speed Pulleys: This is pretty common in drill presses and lathes. Belts can be
tensioned in one of two ways: Manual Tensioning: The tensioning pulley is attached to some
sort of locking slide system so that a user can push the pulley tighter against the belt to
maintain tension. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote.
MartinPhx 7 months ago. OomarA 1 year ago. Nellie Question 1 year ago on Step Answer
Upvote. Citydifferentcruisers 2 years ago. BrendanE1 5 years ago on Introduction. What's
typically the purpose of an Idler Pulley? If it is to change direction, then how does it compare to
a Guide Pulley? Your step 4 picture shows an idler pulley that seems to serve no purpose.
SamuelA5 5 years ago on Introduction. Cheers , take care , and have a good day! A pulley, as
we know is a type of simple machine that changes the direction of the applied force. But what
does it look like? How can it be used? And how does it work? We will answer all these
questions here, one by one. Here is a vocabulary of the terms used in the study guide. These
terms are italicised in the text. Hinge : a joint that holds two parts together so that one can
swing relative to the other. The diagram on the left shows a Fixed Pulley. When one end of the
rope is pulled downwards, the load on the other end of the rope is pulled upward. A Fixed Pulley
: When a pulley is hinged to a fixed support, it is a fixed pulley. A fixed pulley does not mean
that it cannot move. It just cannot move up and down with the rope, but it it is free to rotate
around the fixed pivot. The figure above shows a fixed pulley. A Movable Pulley : When a pulley
is free to move up and down along with the load, it is called a movable pulley. This pulley can
also rotate like the fixed pulley. The pulley shown in the figure on the right is a movable pulley.
When a upward force, F is applied by the hand, the movable pulley moves up alongwith the load
L. A single fixed pulley can be used to change only the direction of the applied force. However,
a movable pulley can be used to decrease the input force required. Work done in a task is the
force applied multiplied by the distance over which it was applied. The work required to
complete a particular task is fixed. Machines provide us a mechanical advantage by decreasing
the input force but increasing the distance. A mechanical advantage of 1 means that the input
force is equal to the output force. A mechanical advantage greater than 1 means that we can
accomplish the work with lesser force but exerting it for a greater distance. A single fixed
pulley, as we saw, can change only the direction of the input force and not the amount of it.
Input force is equal to the output force. For this case the mechanical advantage is 1. So, there is
no mechanical advantage, although the work has become easier now. The arrangement of
movable pulley given above gives a mechanical advantage of 2. This means that the weight of
the object is twice the force required to pull it up using this arrangement. Greater advantage can
be obtained using more pulleys. Pulleys are used for drawing water from a well. A crane uses a
pulley to lift heavy loads. An elevator uses a pulley to lift people. It uses a counterweight on the
the other end to do this. This simple machine is put to numerous applications in our daily world,
though mostly not in its crude form. A combination of several pulleys is used to accomplish
complex tasks. Page content. Vocabulary of Terms A pulley, as we know is a type of simple
machine that changes the direction of the applied force. Article authored by thethinktank.
VRigger, software para trabajos verticales y trabajos en altura. Diagram showing a pulley
system with a mechanical advantage. Versa Lift and Versa Rail, the Attic Lift, Storage and Safety
systems, will help you make use of the space in your attic that you already have and clear..

Ladder Pony: Make a cart that can be used to haul tools and materials up an extension ladder to
a roof, loft, balcony, or upper window of a building or to the deck of a keeled sailboat that is
propped up on dry land. Note that some of the accompanying photos werâ€¦. An Elevator for My
10'x12' Storage Shed: When the town we live in told me I couldn't replace an old shed with a
new, larger one because they had increased our property's setbacks to 20' along the sides and
50' from the water, I was forced to place a much smaller one, closer to our house Iâ€¦. A
fascinating article that describes how a block and tackle as well as levers and gears works! ATV
Lift. Got to have something like this. Enjoy the videos and music you love, upload original
content, and share it all with friends, family, and the world on YouTube. Mechanical Design.
Mechanical Power Mechanical Engineering. Garage Lift Garage Shed. A pulley is a wheel on an
axle or shaft that is designed to support movement and change of direction of a taut cable or
belt, or transfer of power between the shaft and cable or belt. In the case of a pulley supported
by a frame or shell that does not transfer power to a shaft, but is used to guide the cable or
exert a force, the supporting shell is called a block, and the pulley may be called a sheave. A
pulley may have a groove or grooves between flanges around its circumference to locate the
cable or belt. The drive element of a pulley system can be a rope , cable , belt , or chain. Pulleys
are also assembled as part of belt and chain drives in order to transmit power from one rotating
shaft to another. A set of pulleys assembled so that they rotate independently on the same axle
form a block. Two blocks with a rope attached to one of the blocks and threaded through the
two sets of pulleys form a block and tackle. A block and tackle is assembled so one block is
attached to fixed mounting point and the other is attached to the moving load. The ideal
mechanical advantage of the block and tackle is equal to the number of parts of the rope that
support the moving block. In the diagram on the right the ideal mechanical advantage of each of
the block and tackle assemblies [7] shown is as follows:. A rope and pulley systemâ€”that is, a
block and tackle â€”is characterised by the use of a single continuous rope to transmit a
tension force around one or more pulleys to lift or move a loadâ€”the rope may be a light line or
a strong cable. This system is included in the list of simple machines identified by Renaissance
scientists. If the rope and pulley system does not dissipate or store energy, then its mechanical
advantage is the number of parts of the rope that act on the load. This can be shown as follows.
Consider the set of pulleys that form the moving block and the parts of the rope that support
this block. Thus, the block and tackle reduces the input force by the factor p. A gun tackle has a
single pulley in both the fixed and moving blocks with two rope parts supporting the load W. A
double tackle has two pulleys in both the fixed and moving blocks with four rope parts
supporting the load W. The simplest theory of operation for a pulley system assumes that the
pulleys and lines are weightless, and that there is no energy loss due to friction. It is also
assumed that the lines do not stretch. In equilibrium, the forces on the moving block must sum
to zero. In addition the tension in the rope must be the same for each of its parts. This means
that the two parts of the rope supporting the moving block must each support half the load.
Diagram 1: The load F on the moving pulley is balanced by the tension in two parts of the rope
supporting the pulley. Diagram 3: The gun tackle "rove to advantage" has the rope attached to
the moving pulley. Diagram 3a: The Luff tackle adds a fixed pulley "rove to disadvantage. The
mechanical advantage of the gun tackle can be increased by interchanging the fixed and
moving blocks so the rope is attached to the moving block and the rope is pulled in the
direction of the lifted load. In this case the block and tackle is said to be "rove to advantage.
Thus, the mechanical advantage is three. By adding a pulley to the fixed block of a gun tackle
the direction of the pulling force is reversed though the mechanical advantage remains the
same, Diagram 3a. This is an example of the Luff tackle. The mechanical advantage of a pulley
system can be analyzed using free body diagrams which balance the tension force in the rope
with the force of gravity on the load. In an ideal system, the massless and frictionless pulleys do
not dissipate energy and allow for a change of direction of a rope that does not stretch or wear.
In this case, a force balance on a free body that includes the load, W , and n supporting sections
of a rope with tension T , yields:. The ratio of the load to the input tension force is the
mechanical advantage MA of the pulley system, [13]. Thus, the mechanical advantage of the
system is equal to the number of sections of rope supporting the load. A belt and pulley system
is characterized by two or more pulleys in common to a belt. This allows for mechanical power ,
torque , and speed to be transmitted across axles. If the pulleys are of differing diameters, a
mechanical advantage is realized. A belt drive is analogous to that of a chain drive ; however, a
belt sheave may be smooth devoid of discrete interlocking members as would be found on a
chain sprocket, spur gear , or timing belt so that the mechanical advantage is approximately
given by the ratio of the pitch diameter of the sheaves only, not fixed exactly by the ratio of
teeth as with gears and sprockets. In the case of a drum-style pulley, without a groove or
flanges, the pulley often is slightly convex to keep the flat belt centered. It is sometimes referred

to as a crowned pulley. Though once widely used on factory line shafts , this type of pulley is
still found driving the rotating brush in upright vacuum cleaners , in belt sanders and
bandsaws. It has been replaced by other mechanisms with more flexibility in methods of use,
such as power take-off and hydraulics. Just as the diameters of gears and, correspondingly,
their number of teeth determine a gear ratio and thus the speed increases or reductions and the
mechanical advantage that they can deliver, the diameters of pulleys determine those same
factors. Cone pulleys and step pulleys which operate on the same principle, although the names
tend to be applied to flat belt versions and V-belt versions, respectively are a way to provide
multiple drive ratios in a belt-and-pulley system that can be shifted as needed, just as a
transmission provides this function with a gear train that can be shifted. V-belt step pulleys are
the most common way that drill presses deliver a range of spindle speeds. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Redirected from Cranes-Pulleys. This article is about the mechanical concept
and device. For other uses, see Pulley disambiguation. Pulleys on a ship. In this context,
pulleys are normally known as blocks. Building in Egypt: Pharaonic Stone Masonry. Oxford
University Press. A History of Mechanical Inventions. Archimedes in the 21st Century. Springer
International Publishing. McGraw-Hill Professional. Dover Publications. Archived from the
original PDF on Retrieved Elementary physics. Sheldon and company. Van Nostrand company.
Master Books May 1, p. Wood Gears. Simple machine. Categories : Simple machines Mechanics
Mechanical power transmission Egyptian inventions. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Pulleys.
Look up pulley in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. By: Marshall Brain. A block and tackle is an
arrangement of rope and pulleys that allows you to trade force for distance. In this edition of
How Stuff Works we will look at how a block and tackle works, and also examine several other
force-multiplying devices! Imagine that you have the arrangement of a pound In this figure, if
you are going to suspend the weight in the air then you have to apply an upward force of
pounds to the rope. If the rope is feet This is simple and obvious. Does this change anything?
Not really. The only thing that changes is the direction of the force you have to apply to lift the
weight. You still have to apply pounds of force to keep the weight suspended, and you still have
to reel in feet of rope in order to lift the weight feet. You can see that the weight is now
suspended by two pulleys rather than one. That means the weight is split equally between the
two pulleys, so each one holds only half the weight, or 50 pounds That means that if you want
to hold the weight suspended in the air, you only have to apply 50 pounds of force the ceiling
exerts the other 50 pounds of force on the other end of the rope. If you want to lift the weight
feet higher, then you have to reel in twice as much rope 0- feet of rope must be pulled in. This
demonstrates a force-distance tradeoff. The force has been cut in half but the distance the rope
must be pulled has doubled. In this diagram, the pulley attached to the weight actually consists
of two separate pulleys on the same shaft, as shown on the right. This arrangement cuts the
force in half and doubles the distance again. To hold the weight in the air you must apply only
25 pounds of force, but to lift the weight feet higher in the air you must now reel in feet of rope.
For example, a lever is an example of this phenomenon:. In this diagram a force F is being
applied to the left end of the lever. The left end of the lever is twice as long 2X as the right end
X. Therefore on the right end of the lever a force of 2F is available, but it acts through half of the
distance Y that the left end moves 2Y. Changing the relative lengths of the left and right end of
the lever changes the multipliers. In this diagram the left-hand gear has twice the diameter of
the right-hand gear. For every turn of the left-hand gear, the right-hand gear turns twice. If you
apply a certain amount of torque to the left-hand gear through one rotation, the right-hand gear
will exert half as much torque but will turn two revolutions. Assume that you have two cylinders
full of water with a pipe connecting the two cylinders together as shown. If you apply a force F
to the left-hand plunger, it creates a pressure in the left-hand cylinder. Let's say you apply a 10
pound downward force to the left-hand cylinder. Let's also say that the radius of the left-hand
cylinder is 0. If the radius of the right-hand cylinder is 4 times greater, or 2. If you push the
left-hand piston down through 16 inches with a force of 10 pounds, then the right-hand piston
will rise 1 inch with a force of pounds. Hydraulic cylinders of all sorts take advantage of this
simple force-multiplying effect every day. You can see that a block and tackle, a lever, a gear
train and a hydraulic system all do the same thing: they let you magnify a force by
proportionally diminishing the distance through which the magnified force can act. It turns out
that this sort of force multiplication is an extremely useful capability! Here are some of the
devices that use these simple principles:. How a Block and Tackle Works. This content is not
compatible on this device. Car jack lever or threaded gear Fingernail clippers lever Automobile
transmission gears Come-along block and tackle, gear Can opener gear, lever Crowbar lever
Hammer claw lever Bottle opener lever Car brakes hydraulics Hydraulic shop lift Elevator block

and tackle Etc Lots More Information. Electric-propelled boats, more environmentally friendly
than gas-powered, are finally beginning to find their market. HowStuffWorks takes a look. Cite
This! Can't read the image? Click here to refresh. Get our news or special offers in email?
Already have an account? Sign In Here. Forgot Password? Don't have an account? Register
Here. Send Email. Edit Crane Load Charts, Brochures, and Specifications Edit A crane's load
chart is the most important resource a crane operator must be familiar with to ensure crane
safety and determine what a particular crane is capable of lifting. With all of the different crane
manufactures out there it is imperative that the crane's load chart is well understood. All Terrain
Crane. Boom Truck. Lattice Boom Crawler Crane. Material Handling Equipment. Rough Terrain
Crane. Sign Crane. Carry Deck Industrial Crane. Truck Crane. Knuckle Boom Articulating Crane.
Self Erecting Tower Crane. Brochure Specifications. Load Chart. Load Chart Specifications.
Brochure Load Chart. Brochure Brochure. Load Chart Metric Load Chart. Brochure Load Chart
Image Specifications. Load Chart Metric. Range Diagram. Brochure Load Chart Specifications.
Image Image. Badger Equipment. FM Gru. Brochure Image. Specifications Load Chart Image
Specifications. Hi Ranger. In the case of a pulley supported by a frame or shell that does not
transfer power to a shaft, but is used to guide the cable or exert a force, the supporting shell is
called a block, and the pulley may be called a sheave. A set of pulleys assembled so that they
rotate independently on the same axle form a block. In the diagram on the right the ideal
mechanical advantage of each of the block and tackle assembliesshown is as follows:. A hoist
using the compound pulley system yielding an advantage of 4. One end of the rope is attached
to the crane frame, another to the winch. This can be shown as follows. Consider the set of
pulleys that form the moving block and the parts of the rope that support this block. The
simplest theory of operation for a pulley system assumes that the pulleys and lines are
weightless, and that there is no energy loss due to friction. It is also assumed that the lines do
not stretch. In equilibrium, the forces on the moving block must sum to zero. In addition the
tension in the rope mus
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t be the same for each of its parts. This means that the two parts of the rope supporting the
moving block must each support half the load. The mechanical advantage of the gun tackle can
be increased by interchanging the fixed and moving blocks so the rope is attached to the
moving block and the rope is pulled in the direction of the lifted load. Thus, the mechanical
advantage is three. By adding a pulley to the fixed block of a gun tackle the direction of the
pulling force is reversed though the mechanical advantage remains the same, Diagram 3a. This
is an example of the Luff tackle. In an ideal system, the massless and frictionless pulleys do not
dissipate energy and allow for a change of direction of a rope that does not stretch or wear.
Thus, the mechanical advantage of the system is equal to the number of sections of rope
supporting the load. If the pulleys are of differing diameters, a mechanical advantage is realised.
It is sometimes referred to as a crowned pulley. WhatsApp us.

